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Components/Software used

Type/Name

Version Software/Firmware

Date of manufacture

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1

3.2.10

-

CheckKon

4.3 Rel. 06

-

CheckOpti

3.2 Rel 06 (CS)

-

HALCON

11.0.4

16.03.2015

Table 1.1: Components/Software used
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Foreword

The prerequisite: maximum process reliability. The goal: 100% quality output. The method: maximised productivity.
The Machine vision systems from Festo, based on the CECC-X, make a decisive contribution to ensuring that the
input and output are right. They control, monitor and stabilise processes, whether they’re reading codes or detecting positions for handling tasks. In almost every case they even control the process itself. And they inspect
quality from when the goods come in to when they are finished.
That makes your work easier. It makes your machines and systems more productive and flexible.
And it further optimises the use of materials.
Unique: machine vision, motion controller and PLC integrated into one Device.
The integrated CODESYS with SoftMotion and machine vision makes systems leaner and processes more stable.
It provides decentralised intelligence with suitable but fewer interfaces, and less wiring.
CODESYS V3.5 SP7 embedded is included in the CECC-X, which can be programmed with all standard
programming languages in accordance with IEC 61131-3 (KOP, FUP, ST, AWL, SFC).
This opens up a host of opportunities:
• Linking the calculation results within a controller network – for example, as a master system
a CECC-X can read the calculation results of another CECC-X, link them with its own and take
action on this basis via OPCUA.
• Complex inspection sequences including switching between inspection programs and
comparison of results, directly controlled via CODESYS.
• Small, autonomous production areas can be controlled completely by the CECC-X, thus reducing
complexity and increasing system availability.
• Direct activation of servo controllers via CANopen or EtherCAT, e.g. for precision positioning of
axes or activation of handling units for flexible gripping of components – no additional
controller required!
• Seamlessly integration of machine vision and motion control within CODESYS
• Predefined function blocks for application specific control tasks available
• Due to the small remote cameras, applications with very small available space could now be realized
• Modular camera design possible, without changing the whole design
Basic features of the CECC-X based machine vision for handling systems:
• PLC with CODESYS V3.5 (Service Pack 7)
• CODESYS SoftMotion for 3D-Path applications and Festo motion lib
• Machine vision integration, advanced machine vision (HALCON 11) as option
• Highly integrated, small footprint, many interfaces, easy programming
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Typical applications

Image processing increases productivity. In nearly all industry sectors, in almost any application.
Vision systems based on the CECC-X and USB remote cameras are used in very different industries and for a
wide variety of purposes. Below you’ll find a few applications.
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Typical applications

Identifying parts is a key issue in automated production and in logistics, e.g. for just-in-time delivery to
the production line. Topics such as serialisation and traceability of products are becoming more and more
important, in particular for car parts, medication and food, in order to safeguard the manufacturer – and at
the same time to protect consumers. All features on this site are only available on the CECC-X-M1-MV-S1.
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Typical applications

With vision systems a huge array of inspection procedures can be carried out, whether it’s for position
sensing to ensure an unobstructed production process or for quality criteria such as complete packaging
or correct fill levels.
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The vision software

The camera is set up with the software packages “CheckKon” and “CheckOpti”.
The CECC-X as PLC is programmed using the software package “CODESYS V3.5 SP7” and the motion task is done
via Festo`s motion lib within CODESYS itself. The interface to the machine vision is a CODESYS function block
provided from FESTO.
This enables the application programmer to realize complex motion tasks with vision support without the need
for sophisticated interfaces or machine vision knowledge.

4.1

CheckKon

You configure what you want to see! Using the “CheckKon” software, all processes within the camera –
from image recording to input and output parameters – can be logged and adjusted.
In detail:
• Selecting the evaluation mode: continuous image recording, triggered image recording
• Displaying and editing image parameters such as exposure time, gain and the boundaries of the field of
view
• Selecting filters for image enhancement: median, mean value, Sobel, opening etc.
• Adjusting the signal characteristics of the internal I/Os: time delays, activation times, function etc.
• Selecting, evaluating statistics and view images which are saved on the CECC-X
• Displaying, logging and storing the image of the inspection parts and their characteristics in a ring
buffer
• Logging parts in a file, e.g. for subsequent statistical evaluations
• Uploading new inspection programs
• System documentation
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The vision software

4.2

CheckOpti

The camera inspects precisely what’s important! Simple to define, simple to adjust and simulate on the PC.
Inspection programs are set up with the software package CheckOpti.
In detail:
• Various sample parts have to be positioned in front of the camera under the most
realistic conditions possible and recorded on the PC. This provides the basis for defining
the features to be inspected. These features are selected from a list and moved to the
position to be checked on the sample part by dragging and dropping.
• A total of 256 features can be defined in one check program/job.
• A total of 256 check programs/jobs can be defined.
• Before the inspection program is used at the CECC-X, the inspection features can be
evaluated and optimised on the PC – with any number of parts. This “offline” capability eases
the whole installation and fast support is easy to achieve world-wide.
• The software provides extensive options of summarising the inspection results into data
packets and making them available to CODESYS (via shared memory).
• The inspection program can then be uploaded to one of the camera’s 256 memory
locations.
• CheckOpti works on a variety of images. The tolerances within which an inspection feature
can be deemed good are taken from the sample parts. And thus the user only specifies
what should actually be checked and the tolerances are based on the recorded images. The tolerances
can of course be changed manually at a later date.
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Inspection tools

The CECC-X is highly flexible thanks to the many inspection programs and functions it’s capable of running. Take a close look: the intelligent and compact
CECC-X from Festo are equipped with numerous tools with which you can check almost anything.
The end result is a product with one of the best price/performance ratios on the market.
Tool

Description

ROI

Area in which all pixels are seen as a cohesive object. Characteristics such as
key coordinates, dimensions, circumference and surface
area can be calculated for this area.



Tools for determining least-square circles and
least-square lines of object edges and the associated quality characteristics. Outlier points are removed by statistical
methods.

Blob finder

The tool looks for adjacent pixels which lie within the previously selected brightness or colour range.
These pixel clouds constitute individual objects.
The objects can be counted, and individual characteristics
can be calculated for up to 16 objects.

Blob finder+

Very similar as Blob finder but faster through special
Algorithms.
Tool for detecting characteristics of previously taught-in
samples. Up to 4 samples can be taught in per tool.
These are then searched for regardless of their rotary orientation and position within the tool area. The camera detects them even if they partially touch each other or are
partially covered.

Circle and edge finder

Pattern matching

Pattern matching+

Screen

CECC-X type

Presence of object characteristics (does the object have a
chamber?)
Checking for completeness (is an O-ring missing?)
Circumference and surface area of an object
External dimensions of an object
Detecting the position and rotary orientation of an object

CECC-X-M1-MV



Determining the positions of objects for handling tasks
(based on characteristic object edges)

CECC-X-M1-MV



Checking edges and depressions






Calculating position and rotary orientation of several objects
Counting objects
Calculating circumference and size of objects
Finding relevant parts in the search window (e.g. defined by
size, circumference or colour)






CECC-X-M1-MV

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1




Sorting objects
Matching objects with the sample
Finding object positioned in the image

Very similar as Pattern matching but much faster through
special Algorithms and better detection performance.

A search along a search line or circle for transitions beSimple measurement
(normal or subpixel precision) tween the background
and the part, or for relevant changes in brightness. Detected transitions are numbered automatically. Two points
can be used for each measurement.
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CECC-X-M1-MV

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1




Measuring distances (line/circle)
Measuring angles between two edges
Measuring arc lengths
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CECC-X-M1-MV

Inspection tools

A search along a search line or circle for transitions beMultiple measurement
(normal or subpixel precision) tween the background and the part, or for relevant
changes in brightness. Transition types (e.g. light to dark)
are ascertained and establish the measurements in pairs.



A search along parallel or star-shaped search lines (in any
Ray tool
(normal or subpixel precision) required number) for transitions between the background
and the part, or for relevant changes in brightness. Detected points are numbered and a simple measurement is
performed n times between the respective start/end
points.



Brightness inspection

Distance measurement, e.g. determination of min./max. distances and/or arc lengths between recurring events
Angle measurement, e.g. determination of min./max. Angles
between recurring events

CECC-X-M1-MV

CECC-X-M1-MV



Checking the thickness of objects (e.g. for constant thickness/diameter)
Checking the roundness of objects

The brightness or contrast of the pixels can be determined
in a freely definable area within the image.




Brightness inspection
Checking for completeness

CECC-X-M1-MV

Color inspection

The colour of the pixels in the RGB, HSV and YUV colour
spectra can be determined in a freely definable area within
the image.



Colour inspection (e.g. right colour in the right place)

CECC-X-M1-MV

Coordinate transformation

Nonlinear transformation of viewing coordinates into
global coordinates.



Computational elimination of perspective and optical distortion from position results (for handling tasks)
Convert from image coordinates to real world coordinates of
the handling system

CECC-X-M1-MV




Data matrix code reader

Tool for reading 2D codes (QR, PDF417 and ECC200).
Furthermore, the quality of each scanned ECC200 code can
be determined in accordance with ISO 15415 guidelines.




Reading data matrix codes
Checking the quality of data matrix codes

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1

Barcode reader

Tool for reading 1D codes (barcodes).



Reading bar codes

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1

Text recognition (OCR)

Tool for reading optical characters.





Reading batch numbers
Reading expiry dates
Reading dot-peened production dates

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1

HALCON Script

Tool for HALCON procedure import




Use all HALCON Tools on the CECC-X
Programming is done within HDevelop (HALCON 11)

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1
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System Overview

The heart of the system is the CECC-X controller with its unique motion control, PLC and machine vision
capability. Due to its rich feature set we can offer different remote camera heads and thus, reducing space and
installation time for your process.
Also, due to the fact that almost all process functionality could be addressed with the CECC-X, you get a all-inone package with outstanding performance and with a single point of access to ease your application specific
demands and engineering efforts.

It doesn`t matter if you want to control a whole process including motor controller, sensors and machine vision
or just a stand-alone solution with only machine vision.
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CECC-X-M1-MV /-S1

7.1

Overview

The CECC-X is available in different packages, to meet exactly what you want.
CECC-X-M1 (4407603)

CECC-X-M1-MV (4407605)

CECC-X-M1-MV-S1 (4407606)

Basic version without machine
vision capabilities.
CODESYS V3.5 SP7 with:

As the CECC-X-M1 but with basic
machine vision capabilities:

As the CECC-X-M1-MV but with
extended machine vision capabilities
based on HALCON11:











Soft Motion
OPCUA Server
WebVisualisation
Modbus TCP Client/Server
ProfiNET IO Device (Q2/2016)
EtherNet/IP Adapter (Slave)
EtherCAT Master
CANopen (Master)
IO-Link Master/Device











ROI
Circle and edge finder
Blob finder
Pattern matching
Simple and multiple measurement
Ray tool
Brightness inspection
Color inspection
Coordinate transformation







1D and 2D code reader
OCR
Blob finder+
PatternMatching+
HALCON Script

Please note: CheckKon and CheckOpti, but also CODESYS as programming environment are free of charge and can be downloaded via
www.festo.de.

7.2

Physical interfaces
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CECC-X-M1-MV /-S1

Physical interface

Description

Ethernet

2x 1000/100/10MBit LAN (GigaBit-LAN)
Left LAN-Port for use with these protocols:
 TCP/IP
 Modbus TCP
 ProfiNET IO Device
 EtherNet/IP Adapter (Slave)
 FTP
 SMB
Right LAN-Port for use with these protocols:
 EtherCAT Master
2x USB3.0 (fully specified), downward compatible
For use with:
 USB2.0 and USB 3.0 remote cameras (only left port)
 USB mass storage device (both ports)
14x PNP
8x PNP/NPN (configurable via CODESYS)
All inputs according to IEC61131 type 1
Counter functionality through two fast digital inputs up to 1MHz possible.
8x PNP
8x PNP/NPN (configurable via CODESYS)
All outputs according to IEC61131 type 1
Summation current for all channels simultaneously max. 5A
every channel can drive 0,5A, with short circuit protection
4x 0..10V or 0..20mA (each channel individually configurable via CODESYS)
Resolution 14-Bit
2x
1x
General purpose serial interface, only one function is configurable via CODESYS
1x Master
1x Device
2x
1x micro SD-card slot
For use with:
 Customer specific mass storage
 Boot from SD-card (e.g. large CODESYS Bootprojects)
4x
To attach an external motor controller via CAN; Logic and power supply is also
available
1x
single channel; to break the load voltage supply for the max. 4 motor controller
4x
 Power supply for device, digital/analogue inputs
and motor controller direct connection (logic)
 Power supply for digital outputs
 Load voltage supply for motor controller
 Load voltage supply for IO-Link

USB

Digital inputs

Digital outputs

Analog inputs
RS232
RS485/RS422 or Encoder interface
IO-Link
CAN
SD-Card

Motor controller direct
connection
Torque Off
Power supply
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7.3

Technical data
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Available cameras

Festo offers USB-based remote camera systems, because of their lower pricing and very small footprint.
At a later time, GigE-Vision via GigaBit-LAN Interface is also possible trough a firmware update.

8.1

List of supported remote cameras

All remote cameras do have a global shutter and digital I/O`s via HIROSE 6-pin connector (only for flash functionality).
The image trigger is only possible through the CECC-X, either via software or hardware-trigger (configurable).
All remote cameras were supplied via USB-Interface, no additional cables required.
The specified ambient operation temperature is always 0..40°C and the colour models use the Bayer
arrangement for colour filtering.
The following remote cameras are currently supported by the CECC-X-M1-MV/-S1.
Model

Color Resolution

Sensor

USB FPS
[Hz]

Chip size
[mm]

Cell size
[µm]

Shutter Min/Max lens
[µs/ms]
mount

SBPA-R1-B-U22E2A-CS (8060009)
SBPA-R1-C-U22E2A-CS (8060010)
SBPA-R2-B-U32E2A-CS (8060011)
SBPA-R2-C-U32E2A-CS (8060012)
SBPA-R5-B-U22E2A-C (8060013)
SBPA-R5-C-U22E2A-C (8060014)
SBPA-R8-B-U32E2A-C (8060015)
SBPA-R8-C-U32E2A-C (8060016)

Mono 640 x 480
0.3 MP
RGB 640 x 480
0.3 MP
Mono 1280 x 1024
1.3 MP
RGB 1280 x 1024
1.3 MP
Mono 1600 x 1200
2.0 MP
RGB 1600 x 1200
2.0 MP
Mono 2048x2048
4.0 MP
RGB 2048x2048
4.0 MP

1/3”
CCD
1/3”
CCD
1/1.8”
CMOS
1/1.8”
CMOS
1/1.8”
CCD
1/1.8”
CCD
1”
CMOS
1”
CMOS

2.0

59,94 5,79 x 4,89 7,4 x 7,4

41 / 16,68

CS

2.0

59,94 5,79 x 4,89 7,4 x 7,4

41 / 16,68

CS

3.0

60

6,9 x 5,5

5,3 x 5,3

16 / 970

CS

3.0

55

6,9 x 5,5

5,3 x 5,3

16 / 970

CS

2.0

15,32 8,5 x 6,8

4,4 x 4,4

271,6 / 65,27

C

2.0

15,32 8,5 x 6,8

4,4 x 4,4

271,6 / 65,27

C

3.0

80

-

5,5 x 5,5

22 / 16000

C

3.0

80

-

5,5 x 5,5

22 / 16000

C

Please note: in case of CS-mount you`ll need a 5mm spacer ring as accessory!
Even if there are two USB-Ports, it is not possible to attach two remote cameras to the CECC-X. Only the left USB-Port is foreseen as the
camera interface (in case of GigE-Vision only the left Ethernet port can be used).
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Available lenses

9.1

List of available lenses

Festo offers 4 different focal length lenses for almost all different sensor sizes.
All lenses offer manual focus and aperture adjustment with locking screw. Also, the minimum object distance
(MOD) is always <=100mm, which results in a very compact system design.
8mm
1/3” Sensor
And
1/1.8” Sensor
1” Sensor

16mm

25mm

50mm

SASF-C10-L-F8-B1 SASF-C10-L-F16-B1
(8060017)
(8060018)

SASF-C10-L-F25-B2
(8060019)

SASF-C10-L-F50-B4
(8060020)

-

-

-

SASF-C10-L-F16-B3
(8060021)

Please note: all lenses are suitable for the appropriate resolution. Especially the 1” Sensor could also
use lenses provided for 1/3” Sensors but with degradation in the field of view and resolution.

Additionally all other lenses which Festo offers could be used.

9.2

Typical FOV and DOV

It is important to note, that all values are only for guidance! It is highly recommended to ask our technical product support for application specific help to get the right solution for you.
The depth of field depends on the distance from lens to workpiece, focal length, aperture and pixel size (cell
size) of the camera. All charts shown here were based upon the assumption, that the blur is max. 1pixel.
Also, the f-number (aperture) is fixed to 4 in the charts, because of the limited resolution of lenses due to diffraction at the aperture (which could be assumed as high as the pixel size (cell size) in the middle of visible spectrum). Keyword Rayleigh-criteria. This criteria is already reached at f-number 4 and a cell size of 5µm.
Therefore you should not increase the f-number too much to increase DOV, because of the diffraction at the aperture. As a rule of thumb the f-number should not exceed 8 because the diffraction deteriorate the resolution.
The resolution in object scale could be easily calculated: FOV in one direction and divide it by the appropriate
resolution.
Note
The supplied diagrams are only valid for the above mentioned lenses and cameras.
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Remote camera

Field of view and depth of view

SBPA-R1-..-U2-2E2A-CS
1/3” CCD
640x480

f = 8mm (SASF-C10-L-F8-B1)
MOD = 100mm

f= 16mm (SASF-C10-L-F16-B1)
MOD = 100mm
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Available lenses

f = 25mm (SASF-C10-L-F25-B2)
MOD = 100mm

f = 50mm (SASF-C10-L-F50-B4)
MOD = 100mm

SBPA-R2-..-U2-2E2A-CS

f = 8mm (SASF-C10-L-F8-B1)
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Available lenses

1/1.8” CMOS
1280x1024

MOD = 100mm

f = 16mm (SASF-C10-L-F16-B1)
MOD = 100mm

f = 25mm (SASF-C10-L-F25-B2)
Page 24 of 50
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Available lenses

MOD = 100mm

f = 50mm (SASF-C10-L-F50-B4)
MOD = 100mm

SBPA-R5-..-U2-2E2A-CS
1/1.8” CCD
1600x1200

f = 8mm (SASF-C10-L-F8-B1)
MOD = 100mm
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Available lenses

f = 16mm (SASF-C10-L-F16-B1)
MOD = 100mm

f = 25mm (SASF-C10-L-F25-B2)
MOD = 100mm
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Available lenses

f = 50mm (SASF-C10-L-F50-B4)
MOD = 100mm

SBPA-R8-..-U2-2E2A-CS
1” CMOS
2048x2048

f = 16mm (SASF-C10-L-F16-B3)
MOD = 50
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Mostly all the vision inspection tools can use the subpixel accuracy algorithm, which can increase the overall
system accuracy. But keep in mind, that this is only an algorithm – it can`t beat physics! As a rule of thumb you
can increase the accuracy by a factor of 2..4, depending on the object itself, the illumination, the lens, presentation of the object and contrast within the picture. It is highly advisable to ask our global product support team!
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Available illuminations

10.1

SBAL-C6-A-..

Interface
Lighting type
LED-Current in Torch mode
LED-Current in Flash mode
Operating temperature
Reverse battery protection
Recommended working distance
Type of light
Protection class
Product weight

10.2

Plug
2x M12 12-pole, A-coded
Panel light, clear
90mA
100mA
0..50°C
For all electrical connections
100 – 300mm
Infrared (-NR), Red (-R), White (-W)
IP67
60g

SBAL-C6-R-..

Interface
Lighting type
LED-Current in Torch mode
LED-Current in Flash mode
Operating temperature
Reverse battery protection
Recommended working distance
Type of light
Protection class
Product weight
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Plug
2x M12 12-pole, A-coded
Ring light; diffuse
390mA
390mA
0..50°C (Flash mode) or 0..35°C (Torch mode)
For all electrical connections
100 – 300mm
Infrared (-NR), Red (-R), White (-W)
IP67
150g
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Available cables

All listed cables are suitable for general industrial environment, including energy chain applications. When the
cables are moving (energy chain) the minimal bending radius is very critical and should not be smaller as recommended (see table), especially the USB3.0 cables are very sensitive against bending.

11.1

USB cable

Model

Interface

Length
Bending radius (moving)
(Outer diameter vs. life expectancy
25..60°C, doublestroke)

NEBC-U3G5-ES-1.5-N-S-U1G4
(8059994)

USB 2.0
(type A / type B mini, screw lock)

1,5m
OD = 5,5mm

NEBC-U3G5-ES-3-N-S-U1G4
(8059995)

USB 2.0
(type A / type B mini, screw lock)

3,0m
OD = 5,5mm

NEBC-U7G10-ES-1.5-N-S-U5G9 USB 3.0
(8059996)
(type A / type B micro, screw
lock)

1,5m
OD = 7,0mm

NEBC-U7G10-ES-3-N-S-U5G9
(8059997)

3,0m
OD = 7,0mm

USB 3.0
(type A / type B micro, screw
lock)

R >=70mm
5 million
R >=80 mm
10 million
R >=90mm
5 million
R >=100 mm
10 million

Remark: the minimal bending diameter in a fixed setup should be R >= 7,5 x OD (outer diameter).

11.2

Dig. I/O cable

Model

Interface

Length
Bending radius (moving)
Outer diameter vs. life expectancy
(-25..60°C, doublestroke)

NEBC-PPG6-E-1.5-N-LE3-V
(4670529)

USB 2.0
(type A / type B mini, screw lock)

1,5m
OD = 4,0mm

NEBC-PPG6-E-3-N-LE3V (4670530)

USB 2.0
(type A / type B mini, screw lock)

3,0m
OD = 4,0mm

R >=70mm
5 million
R >=80 mm
10 million

Remark: the minimal bending diameter in a fixed setup should be R >= 4,0 x OD (outer diameter).

Pin

Color

Function

1

WH

GND

2
3

n.c.
BN

SINGAL

4

n.c.

5

n.c.

6

GN

+UB +24V DC

Warning: Pin3 and Pin 6 is internally connected to a resistance of 2,2kΩ.
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12

Typical flash / illumination setup

There are 4 different approaches possible, to trigger the illumination. Each setup is important to do e.g. tracking
or fast scanning of parts running on a conveyor.
In each case the CECC-X is triggering the camera via USB. This is very fast, with low jitter and deterministic.
If you have to use a hardware trigger (e.g. a laser sensor) you have to wire it to the CECC-X, not the camera.
Also, the illumination is always connected to the CECC-X, because all cameras can`t drive such high currents
needed.
Mode

Camera (HIROSE CECC-X
Connector)

Unsynchronized
to camera exposure

Dig. I/O is not
connected

Unsynchronized
to camera exposure

Dig. I/O is not
connected

Synchronized to Dig. I/O is concamera exposure nected to
CECC-X
Synchronized to Dig. I/O is concamera exposure nected to
and EncoderCECC-X
Latch

Illumination is controlled manually via CODESYS.

All inspections with
low dynamics or
where a permanent
illumination is required (interior light
for maintenance)
Illumination is automatically controlled via vision- Normal mode.
task
All inspections with
(but not really synchronized; the CECC just turn the normal dynamics,
illumination on before triggering and turn the illu- Fast pick and place
mination off after receiving the image).
The CECC-X receives the output signal from the
Special mode for
Camera on X2.4 and route it directly to the appro- high flash rates (heat
priate output X4.2 (Illumination).
dissipation)
In fact, the CECC-X acts as a current amplifier.
The CECC-X receives the output signal from the
Tracking, Sorting,
camera on X2.3 and route it directly to the appro- every inspection on a
priate output X4.2 (Illumination).
conveyor belt or
Furthermore, the output signal from the camera is moving axis, where
internally routed to the encoder interface (and
the Encoder has to
latches the encoder).
be latched with the
camera trigger

Unsynchronized (dig. I/O from camera is not connected)
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Typical Application

Synchronized (dig. I/O from camera is connected)
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HALCON Script

13.1

Functional overview

A HALCON Script is a “procedure” which is written and tested within HDevelop 11.0. This procedure (*.hdvp) is
subsequently imported in CheckOpti with the tool “HALCON procedure” and will be saved. It is therefore anchored with the check program and could be used as a “normal” inspection tool.
HALCON procedure parameter
• procedure input parameter:
o iconic parameter = image
o control parameter = values, settings and references
• Procedure output parameter:
o iconic parameter = only for visualisation (overlays)
o result parameter = result values

Advantage:
 full function set of HALCON 11.0 available – for machine vision and/or Logic operations/mathematics.
Even saving and reading different files (e.g. images, patterns) is supported.
 Flexibility & performance in applications, which can`t be realized with the standard inspection tools
 Complete integration in the check program and therefore also I/O integration
 Cost-efficient because the embedded license is much less than a PC-based license
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13.2

General workflow

Basically the procedure is written and tested within HDevelop 11.0. Therefore at least one PC-based license for
HDevelop is necessary. The license for the CECC-X is already present (CECC-X-M1-MV-S1).
Overview:
• Create a working directory for the HDevelop project on your PC
• Export your images as bitmap files (*.bmp) to this working directory (e.g. via export function from
CheckKon)
• Open HDevelop 11.0
• Create a new procedure in HDevelop and save it to your working directory
• Determine your input and output parameter for this procedure
• In the Main-program insert some lines of code which reads in your images from your working directory
and do a function call of your procedure
• Insert your desired tools in this procedure (calling a procedure from another procedure is not possible)
• Test and debug your procedure in HDevelop
• When finished you have to insert a “HALCON procedure” tool in CheckOpti and import your procedure
from your working directory

13.3

Workflow In detail

13.3.1

Prepare HDevelop

1.

Create a new procedure in HDevelop

2.

Determine your input and output parameters

3. The first iconic parameter holds the image from the check program automatically
4. The result image can only contain overlays for visualisation in CheckOpti (but no image)
5. Control parameter (0..32) and result parameter (0..128) can by determined
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6.

13.3.2
1.
2.
3.

13.3.3
1.

Documentation of procedure and parameters (optional)

Write application
Prior writing your application you should export some images from the real world as bitmap file (*.bmp)
via export function from CheckKon/CheckOpti to your working directory
Import these images in HDevelop within your Main program and call your procedure from the Main
program (with all parameters you need)
Write your application within the procedure and do all the testing/debugging in HDevelop

Export procedure
Export your procedure via „File“ and „Save procedure as“
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13.3.4
1.

Import procedure in CheckOpti
Add the tool „HALCON procedure“ in your check program

Note
All control and result parameter from the procedure will be used and displayed in CheckOpti
Automatically.
2.

In the tool property window just click “Halcon 11.0 procedure import” and select your procedure

Note
If you have provided at least one iconic input parameter in your procedure, the image is transferred
automatically to the procedure. Therefore the first iconic input parameter isn`t visible in the property
window of the “HALCON procedure” tool.
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Input parameter:
• Mapped in the „HALCON procedure“ tool as settings with feature reference to previous results
• As individual value in a Halcon::Tuple (no array)
• Max. 32 control parameter (in dependence of the specified control parameters of the imported procedure)
• The name of the control parameter is taken over from the imported procedure

Result parameter:
• Mapped in the „HALCON procedure“ tool as a feature
• Each result parameter can have only one value (Halcon::Tuple , Dim 1)
• Max. 128 result parameter (in dependence of the specified result parameters of the imported procedure)
• The name of the result parameter is taken over from the imported procedure
• Feature type (e.g. „feature is a x-coordinate“) can be specified in the procedure.
If such feature types are present, the results will be corrected and transformed to world coordinates
(see next topic)
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Result parameter and feature type in detail:
• If the type is known it will be deposited behind the feature (e.g. for the display of a unit etc.)
• Known feature types (not case-sensitive):
o ‘x‘ = X-coordinate in pixel
o ‘y‘ = Y-coordinate in pixel
o ‘z‘ = Z-coordinate in pixel
o ‘d‘ = distance in pixel
o ‘p‘ = angle in radiant
o ‘a‘ = angle in degrees
o ‘s‘ = text
o ‘b‘ = intensity
o ‘c‘ = RGB colour value
o ‘h‘ = (Hue) colour value
o ‘v‘ = volume
• Following types with the appropriate order will be handled specifically from CheckOpti:
o X,Y
o X,Y,angle
o Xs,Ys,Xe,Ye,distance
• Special handling:
o Conversion from HALCON to CheckOpti coordinates (Top <-> Bottom)
o Automatic transformation to world coordinates (if enabled in CheckOpti project settings)

Iconic result parameter in detail:
• No return of images possible (that means no reuse of the image possible which is changed in the procedure for any following inspection tool)
• It is only an “overlay” information for a visualisation in CheckOpti (as a kind of contour or polygon)
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13.4

Example “Blob”

In this example a Blob (contour) is searched to determine it`s center of gravity.
1.
2.

Create procedure with iconic input (image) and control parameter for the threshold.
Write the code.
The first line thresholds the image (with the supplied parameter).
The next line do the connection (also known as “blob”) and afterwards the center of gravity is determined.
The result parameter is filled with the information from the first blob which was found (with appropriate
feature type to get the right conversion between the HALCON coordinate system and the CheckOpti coordinate system as they are not identical).
The last line selects the first found blob and passes the outline/contour to the iconic (poutput)
parameter – for visualisation in CheckOpti (as a overlay).

Fig. 13.1:

HALCON procedure

3. Import the procedure with the “HALCON procedure” tool.
4. Set the thresholds as desired and select the features (Blob_X and Blob_Y)

Fig. 13.2:
5.

CheckOpti „HALCON procedure “ tool plus display of the control parameter

Check the result. Due to the specified feature type the pixel-values are already in CheckOpti coordinates. Also, the oyerlay of the iconic (output) parameter is visible.

Fig. 13.3:
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Result of the HALCON-Script with iconic (output) paramter (red contour)
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13.5

Example “Save Image”

In this example an image is saved to the CECC-X file system. It can be the microSD memory (/mnt/sdcard),
RAM (/tmp) or the internal Flash (/ffx/codesys/prj).
In conjunction with the SMB (CIFS) share you can also share these images as a network drive (see application
note  www.festo.com/sp “How to mount SMB (CIFS) share”).
1.
2.

Create procedure with iconic input (image).
Optional define a control parameter to get a unique file name.

Fig. 13.4:
3.

Procedure input and output parameter definition

Write the code.
The first line set the directory and file name (in this case it would be saved as /mnt/sdcard/1.bmp).
The next line writes the image as bitmap and subsequently the counter for the name is incremented
and returned as result parameter.

Fig. 13.5:

procedure program (image will be saved to microSD memory as bitmap)

Note
If the file is already present in memory, it will be overwritten without prompting an error.
Note
Processing time depends on file format, image size and compression ratio (see HALCON help for the
write_image operator).
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4. Import the procedure with the “HALCON procedure” tool.

Fig. 13.6:

CheckOpti “HALCON procedure” tool

Note
The HALCON operator error can be ignored as CheckOpti can`t know if the defined path is valid or
not.
Note
It is not possible to test this save operator within CheckOpti as the filesystem is different from the
CECC-X.

With this approach all types of HALCON files can be stored, e.g. Patterns, calibration data etc. .
Note
Loading images or data can be done in the same way.
Even processing with multiple images in one procedure or check program is possible with this
approach.
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Transfer pictures via FTP

In addition to the live image and a HALCON Script (which save the image e.g. to the microSD) you could also explicit save images on a external FTP-Server as part of your check program.

14.1
1.

FTP-Client (CECC-X)
Create a new data output and choose “FTP – File transfer”

Fig. 14.1:
2.

Data output

Configure the FTP-server and client according to your needs.
Transfer type:
• Standard FTP protocol
• optional with safeguard file transfer (connection loss, server down etc.)
URL / IP address:
• IP address of the server
• Optional with subdirectory (created automatically if not found on server)
User name & password:
• As configured in FTP-server
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Fig. 14.2:
3.

Data output - settings

Confige the data according to your needs.
File format:
• *.sbl (all information, result + image)
• *.bmp (only image)
File name settings:
• Filenames should be unique, otherwise:
o If „Safeguard file transfer = enabled“ a previous file would be overwritten
o If „Safeguard file transfer = disabled“ Error E48 is thrown
Part selection:
• Choose which parts should be transmitted

Fig. 14.3:
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Data output - data
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Note
The performance for creation of *.bmp (especially color images) is much lower as for *.sbl files. That
impacts the overall check program evaluation time.
Also, transmission time depends on image size (sensor resolution).

14.2

FTP-Server

The FTP-server has to be implemented by the customer.
You could use e.g. „Quick n’Easy“ FTP-server for Windows (Freeware) for a fast visualisation or any other
FTP-server. As a quick reference a typical workflow to initialise a FTP-server is shown below.
1.

Settings of the server:
• User name
• Password
• directory which is visible for the client
2. Settings of the PC:
• IP-address or network identification
• Must be accessible for the CECC-X (firewall)
3. Start the FTP-server
4. Run the check program

Fig. 14.4:

Example FTP-Server “Quick nÈasy”
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Detailed description of USB cameras

15.1

USB Interface

Fig. 15.1:

USB camera

USB 2.0: Mini-B USB type
USB 3.0: Micro-B USB type

15.2

Digital I/O Interface

Fig. 15.2:
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Hirose connector and I/O mapping
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15.3

Output signal circuit

15.3.1

SBPA-R1/R5-..
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Fig. 15.3:

output signal circuit

Fig. 15.4:

output signal timing
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15.3.2

SBPA-R2/R8-..
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Fig. 15.5:

output signal circuit

Fig. 15.6:

output signal timing
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Dimension of cameras

16.1

SBPA-R1-..-U2-2E2A-CS

16.2

SBPA-R2-..-U3-2E2A-CS
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16.3

SBPA-R5-..-U2-2E2A-C

16.4

SBPA-R8-..-U3-2E2A-C
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Dimension of lenses

17.1

SASF-C10-L-F8-B1

17.2

SASF-C10-L-F16-B1

17.3

SASF-C10-L-F25-B2
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17.4

SASF-C10-L-F50-B4

17.5

SASF-C10-L-F16-B3
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